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Your Genshin account’s worth is determined by adventure rank, account type, 5-star characters amount, primogems, and acquaint fate. You can determine the value of your account using online tools and sell in credible digital marketplaces.

Genshin is a popular action role-playing video game that allows players to explore an open-world environment and battle enemies through characters, weapons, and magic. Therefore, when you decide you want to sell your Genshin account, you might need to research online marketplaces to see the selling price for similar accounts.
People also participate in forums and sell their accounts through that. So you can get a rough estimate of your account's worth. Also, when selling your account be realistic with the pricing and cautious when providing any personal information.

What Determines Your Genshin Account’s Worth?
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The price is often determined by various factors like the adventure rank, account type, 5-star characters amount, primogems, and acquaint fate.
1. The adventure rank
This is a measure of your overall progress in the game. You can get a higher rank by completing quests, defeating enemies, and exploring the game world. A higher rank shows that a player has more resources and features.
2. The account type
The account type also determines the amount of money you can sell your account for. If you have a bound account, it is linked to a specific platform or device and can't be transferred. However, for an unbound account, it can be transferred and linked to another device. The unbound accounts tend to be more valuable than the bound accounts.
3. 5-star character amount
If you have 5-star characters in your account. Then you are assured that it will rank higher, and you can sell it at a good price.  Also, aim to have a good number of 4-star characters too.
4. Primogems and acquaint fate
Primogems are used to buy items, characters, weapons, etc. in the game. Therefore, if you have a large amount of the premium currency, your account is more likely to rank better. Also, your account can rank higher when with a high amount of acquaint fate which is an in-game currency you can use to buy items in the game.

How Can You Calculate Your Genshin Account’s Worth?
You can use some credible online tools like PlayerAuctions and IGV iGvault to calculate your Genshin account’s worth. However, the tools just provide an estimate based on certain parameters so you can figure out its worth.
1. PlayerAuctions
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PlayerAuction is a platform that you can use to calculate your Genshin account’s value. However, you will need to provide some information before you get the value of your account.
For example, you need to give answers on whether you have Diluc, XIAO, Ganyu, Eula, Ayaka, and Venti. Additionally, you will need to provide information on the number of 4* characters & 5-star characters that you have, primogems, and crystals.
When you provide that information, you will get an estimate of your Genshin Impact account worth. You can then list your account on its listing page to find a serious buyer for your account.
2. IGV iGVault Value Calculator
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IGV iGvault is another platform that you can use to find your Genshin Impact account worth. For proper calculation, you will need to provide information about your adventure rank, account type, 5-star character amount, primogems, and acquaint fate.
It is also a platform that gives you access to a huge marketplace where you can sell your account once you know its value. It has reputable sellers and even if you opt in, you are assured of getting a buyer.

Where Else Can You Sell Your Genshin Impact Account?
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Apart from PlayerAuction and IGV IGvault, you can also sell your Genshin account on eBay, Carousell, and AccountWarehouse. You just need to check the amount other sellers are selling their accounts so you can estimate whether putting up your account's value would be overpricing or underpricing.
However, you need to be cautious since according to Genshin Impact developers, trading or selling your account is forbidden. Some users also normally report account sellers online and this leads to account suspensions or restrictions. Therefore, be always on the lookout for reliable auction websites, direct buyers, or online digital marketplaces to sell your account.

How Much Can You Sell Your Genshin Account For?
You can sell your Genshin account for around $5 to $500 based on how valuable it is. If your account has some valuable items like characters, in-game currency, in-game items, great progress, great playtime, and reputation, you may be able to sell it at a high price.
If you spend a lot of time on it, then you are most likely to sell it at a high price. The kind of investment you put into the Genshin game determines its worth.

What is the Procedure for Selling a Genshin Account?
If you are not sure of the steps to take to sell your account, you may consider to:
Step 1: Post your account for sale in a reputable online marketplace to find a Genshin account buyer.
Step 2: Unlink any associated accounts to your Genshin account. For example Gmail. Facebook, Twitter, etc
Step 3: Change the Genshin account email and password to a secondary email and unique password
Step 4: Confirm the account purchase and only transfer ownership when you get paid either through PayPal, Wise Transfer, or any other favorable platform.
Step 5: Send the Geshin account details to the buyer.

Sell your Genshin Account At The Right Price
Knowing your account’s worth is important so that you can sell it at the right price. Overpricing can be dangerous and can even lead to your account not getting a buyer. If buyers see an overpriced account that doesn't seem to have value as stipulated, they will just consider buying from another seller.
The best thing is that you can sell your Genshin account if you want. However, you need to consider that you will give someone else our credentials in exchange for money.  If you have invested a lot of time into the game and reached a great level, selling it would be great.
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